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Who we are
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Corporate foundation

founded in 1954 by 

Grete Lundbeck 

Majority shareholder 

in Lundbeck, ALK and 

Falck

Support excellent 

biomedical research

A special focus on brain 

health



A catalytic philanthropist?
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Private corporate foundations, that primarily support research, do want to create change and achieve

meassurable impact… But tend to be more conventional philanthropist than catalytic. 

researchers



Case 1: Bridging the ‘valley of death’
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Lundbeckfonden Clinical Research Fellowship (LFCRF)
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“Lundbeckfonden Clinical Research Fellowship Program aims to bring Danish medical students to the 

San Francisco Bay Area for ten months to receive hands-on training in clinical research and 

entrepreneurship, closely mentored by innovation experts and clinical researchers at some of America’s 

finest academic institutions. All of the practical details are arranged in advance, paperwork handled, 

accommodation found and paid for… There’s even an ocean view”



Cornerstones of LFCRF
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Housing and practicalities are

taken care of – students can hit 

the ground running

Specific research projects

supervised by a Danish and US 

mentor resulting in articles

10 Dollar challenge developing

entrepreniual skillset under 

mentorship of Venture experts

Customized curriculum and 

small group teaching at the 

students’ home

1 2 3 4



Has it worked?
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• The students have displayed a high level of scientific productivity in terms of articles - 5 

published; 7 submitted; 10 in preparation – and haven’t even finished their degree yet

• Most of them are already planning new international research adventures – internationalization 

fosters more internationalization

• Their international network has strengthened their position at their “home” research group as 

they now can serve as spearheads for new international research collaborations which are 

already in the making. Adding to this, two of the students from different universities are planning 

further research projects together

• Two other students are involved at KU SUND Hub with innovation projects

So far so good…



Case 2: A biological approach towards psychiatric research
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Anxiety, depression and scihzofrenia cost alone are responsible for DKK 17,4 billion production

loss in Denmark – each year. Historically, psychiatry has only to a certain extent been rooted in 

biological evidence…



The process of iPSYCH
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• Mapping the psychiatric

landscape: The foundation

set out to map the 

psychiatric landscape in 

Denmark. More than 50 

interviews were conducted

with psychiatric researchers.

• An overview: The mapping

of the landscape provided

the foundation with an 

overview – and an idea of 

where to set in…

• A common theme: One 

thing that emerged from the 

interviews was a need to 

investigate the role of genes 

and the environment related

to psychiatric diseases

• Setting the team: We

brought researchers from 

various disciplines together

and developed af project



What is iPSYCH?
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Schizofrenia, 

ADHD, Autisme, 

Depression & 

Bipolar Disorder

Blood samples from the 

Danish Neonatal Screening 

Biobank – More than 90.000 

samples are analysed with 

help from The Broad

Institute

So far DKK 241 

million – expected

total budset is DKK 

361 million

9 years (expected)



Has it worked?
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So far so good…

• The researchers have been able to link changes in DNA to psychiatric diseases

• A large database is being created, which can be used by other researchers to look into the 

changes in the DNA

• iPSYCH can become the ‘forefather’ for future genetic psychiatric research



Final reflections
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• Some issues are easier to adress through catalytic

philanthropy than others

• Achieving social change through research takes time – a 

lot of time

• Foundations need the right personel in order to act 

catalytically
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Questions


